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tions to shape economic outcomes so prevalent in Marshall Plan days 
has given way to an almost general belief among policy makers in the 
self-regulating promises of the market. 

C. Fred Bergsten (Institute for International Economics) rounded up 
the presentations with a look into the twenty-first century. While the 
U.S. is becoming more and more interdependent with the global 
economy, Europe is headed in the opposite direction, with integration 
resulting in a much smaller external dependency ratio for each country. 
Bergsten expressed his belief that there will be a move toward 
convergence between the American and the European models in the 
next century. In contrast to Gordon, Bergsten was bullish both on 
European integration, whose voluntary ceding of sovereignty he sees as 
setting the pattern for decades to come, and on the Euro, whose 
creation, he believes, will mark a major structural change in the world 
economy. As after 1945, new forms of joint international management 
and a substantial increase in transatlantic cooperation will be required 
to handle the transition. 

Each presentation provoked a lively discussion that was further ani-
mated by recollections of Robert Bowie, former U.S. Secretary of the 
Treasury Henry “Joe” Fowler, Jacques Reinstein, and Robert Wolfe, 
among others. 

 
Wilfried Mausbach 

 
 

“The Culture of Rights: Civil Rights, Participation Rights, and Social 
Rights in Germany and the United States from the Late 19th Century 
to the Present.” 
 
Conference at the German Historical Institute, Washington, D.C., June 11-14, 
1997. Conveners: Manfred Berg and Martin H. Geyer. 
 
The emergence of modern democracies and their concept of citizenship 
have been critically shaped by the expansion of individual and collective 
rights, usually categorized as civil rights and liberties, participation 
rights, and socioeconomic entitlements. By putting this historical 
process into a 
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comparative perspective, the organizers of this conference hoped to 
open up new discussions about the so-called “rights revolution” in 
America and its equivalents and repercussions throughout the Western 
world. Their cultures rooted in the Western tradition of rights, Germany 
and the United States meet the basic criteria for an instructive 
comparison. They bear enough similarities to make a comparison 
possible, but there are also enough differences to make it fruitful. As a 
general rule, the American tradition has valued the rights and liberties 
of the individual very highly, whereas in Germany notions of the 
common good and the interest of the state have often prevailed. 

The term “culture of rights” as the leitmotif for this conference has a 
twofold meaning: As a descriptive term, it refers to the extent and 
manner in which rights are part of the social and political life of any 
given society. This part may well be very small in some cases. As a 
normative concept, the term implies that social and political life should 
be governed by the recognition of rights based on the principles of 
equality and reciprocity. In this sense, the expansion and cultivation of 
rights holds the promise of a more equitable and just society. 

The conference brought together twenty scholars from Europe and 
the United States representing a variety of fields, including the social 
sciences, legal studies, cultural studies, and, of course, history. In his 
keynote lecture, Hugh Davis Graham of Vanderbilt University provided 
an overview of the developments of the political culture of rights in both 
the United States and postwar Germany. Although both countries face 
similar problems, Graham argued, Germany has largely adhered to its 
traditional concept of class-based social integration, whereas in the 
United States, identity-based cultural issues have sharply transformed 
the political order since the late 1960s. 

The first session dealt with the right to vote. Manfred Berg of the GHI 
Washington spoke about the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People and its discursive strategies to regain suffrage for 
Black Americans. Peter Ling (University of Nottingham) elaborated on 
“education for citizenship in Cold War America” with a close look at the 
activities of the Highlander Folk School in Tennessee and the League of 
Women Voters to promote democracy at home and abroad. Merith 
Niehuss (University of the Bundeswehr, Munich) argued that the 
political participation 
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of German women after World War II and their perception of the right 
to vote was largely shaped within the family and reflected the dominant 
position of men in the family. 

The second panel on social rights included four papers. Martin Geyer 
of the GHI Washington compared concepts of social rights and 
citizenship as they emerged during World War II in Germany, Britain, 
and the United States. Eileen Boris of Howard University focused on the 
role that the Fair Employment Practices Committee played in shaping 
the fight against racial and gender discrimination in employment. 
Michael Hughes (Wake Forest University) dealt with the arguments 
made by Germans who had suffered property damages during the war 
in support of their demands for sharing the burdens of the war and the 
restoration of their rightful place in society. David Abraham (University 
of Miami) addressed the issue of “recognition and redistribution as 
components of citizenship” in Germany and America and the problems 
that result from the decreasing capacity of the nation-state to meet the 
demand for redistribution based on social rights. 

In the third session on the rights of immigrants, Hasia Diner of New 
York University looked at the way Jews have viewed their rights as 
citizens in America, where they have enjoyed an unprecedented degree 
of equality and religious freedom. Dietrich Herrmann (Technical 
University Dresden) discussed the impact and repercussions of the Cold 
War on immigration legislation in the United States. In his comparison 
of migrants’  rights in Germany and the United States, Christian Joppke 
(European University, Florence) focused on the legal theories that have 
been employed by the courts in determining the rights of aliens and 
argued that the traditional blood-based German concept of citizenship is 
rapidly crumbling. 

The fourth session on “Racism and the Denial of Rights” featured four 
contributions. Paul Finkelman (Hamline University) discussed the 
changing notions of color blindness as a legal and political concept since 
the late nineteenth century. In his paper on the Nuremberg Laws, Karl 
Schleunes (University of North Carolina at Greenesboro) explored the 
process of undoing equal rights for Jews in Nazi Germany. Yara-Colette 
Lemke Muniz de Faria (Technical University Berlin) described the 
debates on the status of Afro-German children after World War II. Roger 
Daniels (University of Cincinnatti) gave an overview of the rights that 
were denied to and attained by Asian Americans since the nineteenth 
century. 
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The fifth panel addressed issues of rights in the context of multicul-
turalism and sexual definition. Ann Taylor Allen (University of 
Louisville) compared the different concepts of women’s rights in the 
American and German women’s movements associated with the 
paradigms of equal rights feminism and social feminism, respectively. 
The struggle for the rights of gays and lesbians in Germany and the 
United States was analyzed by Michael Dreyer (University of Jena). 
Berndt Ostendorf’s (University of Munich) paper explored the attitudes 
of Americans and Germans toward the “politics of difference” and the 
concomitant quest for minority rights. 

In the final session on the state and the individual, Stephen Halbrook 
of Fairfax, Virginia, argued in favor of “the right to bear arms in defense 
of human rights against oppression.” Margaret Dalton (University of 
Alabama, Tuscaloosa) explored the emerging new right to information 
in Germany and the United States. 

Although the twenty individual papers represented a broad variety of 
topics, the discussions continued to revolve around key concepts, such 
as equal opportunity versus equal outcomes, the dual meaning of rights 
as symbols of inclusion and as instruments in attaining material 
benefits, and the historical significance of the shift to a concept of rights 
based on racial and cultural distinctions. The GHI plans to publish the 
proceedings of this conference in its series with Cambridge University 
Press. 

 
Manfred Berg 

 Martin H. Geyer 


